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ScienceDirect
Mechanobiology seeks to understand and control mechanical

and related biophysical communication between cells and their

surroundings. While experimental efforts in this field have

traditionally emphasized manipulation of the extracellular force

environment, a new suite of approaches has recently emerged

in which cell phenotype and signaling are controlled by directly

engineering the cell itself. One route is to control cell behavior

by modulating gene expression using conditional promoters.

Alternatively, protein activity can be actuated directly using

synthetic protein ligands, chemically induced protein

dimerization, optogenetic strategies, or functionalized

magnetic nanoparticles. Proof-of-principle studies are already

demonstrating the translational potential of these approaches,

and future technological development will permit increasingly

precise control over cell mechanobiology and improve our

understanding of the underlying signaling events.
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Cells sense mechanical and other biophysical properties

of their environment, altering their morphology, migra-

tion and differentiation in response. In turn, cells also

influence microenvironmental structure and mechanics

by secreting, digesting and remodeling matrix compo-

nents. This dynamic mechanobiological relationship fea-

tures centrally in development, tissue homeostasis, and

disease progression. To explore and control these pro-

cesses, a wide range of approaches for engineering the

cellular microenvironment have been developed. It is

only in more recent years that the field has begun to

create complementary strategies to control mechanobio-

logical signaling pathways from within the cell. These
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‘inside-out’ approaches have been greatly accelerated by

incorporating tools and concepts from synthetic biology,

a field that seeks to build novel systems from living

components.

Complex phenotypes often arise from the activation of

signals at specific times and places within tissue (or

nanoscale regions of cells), and so comprehensive control

of mechanobiological behaviors requires precise modula-

tion of these signals over a wide range of spatial and

temporal scales. For instance, whereas stress-induced

activation of Src occurs over a few hundred milliseconds

[1], mechanically-driven stem cell differentiation

responds to stimuli presented over the course of several

hours or days. Furthermore, because signaling events are

frequently associated with accumulation of a molecular

effector to some critical local concentration [2–4], the

duration of a signaling event is important in driving

phenotype [5]. Similarly, gradients in biophysical cues

and signaling molecules are important for facilitating cell

polarity and directing migration [6,7]. Finally, mechan-

obiological signaling pathways and cell phenotype are

typically strongly dependent on the dimensionality of a

cell’s growth environment. A complete synthetic mechan-

obiology toolbox therefore requires approaches that can

permeate tissue scaffolds or even take advantage of three-

dimensional biomaterials, in addition to controlled tem-

poral and spatial cues.

In this review, we explore inside-out control of mechan-

obiological signaling and phenotype (summarized in

Table 1), with emphasis on spatial specificity and tem-

poral dynamics. First, we will discuss studies that direct

cell behavior by changing the expression of a target

protein. Second, we will explore strategies that control

behavior by changing the activity of a target protein. In

the former category, we focus on inducible/repressible

gene expression systems in which mechanotransductive

signals are placed under the control of soluble inputs. In

the latter category, we emphasize small-molecule induc-

tion of protein complexation. We then consider technol-

ogies in which nominally mechanotransductive signaling

systems are re-engineered to be induced by non-mechan-

ical inputs such as light and magnetic fields.

Controlled induction of gene expression
Gene transcription represents an early point of control in

regulating protein abundance and therefore activity.

A range of conditional promoter systems have been

deployed in mammalian cells, most of which place the
www.sciencedirect.com
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Table 1

Major mechanobiological pathways manipulated by synthetic biology tools

Mechanobiological process Key signaling molecules Engineering approach

Actomyosin contractility RhoA, ROCK, non-muscle myosin activation Genetic [16,17��,18], Chemical [23], Optical [38,47]

Non-muscle cells: MLCK, pMLC Genetic [16,18]

Muscle cells: Ca2+-CaM, MLCK, caldesmon, pMLC Optical [42,44,45�,46]

Actin polymerization Tiam1, Rac1, WAVE, PAK1, Arp2/3 Genetic [17��], Chemical [23,29,30,31,33,34,36,37],

Optical [38,39,41,43,48], Magnetic [53��]

Cdc42, N-WASP, Arp2/3, Intersectin Chemical [23,26], Optical [48], Magnetic [53��]

Focal adhesion assembly Src, FAK, p130Cas, Paxillin Chemical [24,32]

Microtubule assembly RCC1, RanGTP, Microtubule associated

proteins (MAPs)

Magnetic [54,56�]
transcription of specific genes under the control of light

[8,9] or small molecules that can be added to the culture

medium, such as antibiotics [10,11], steroid hormones

[12,13], or metabolites [14,15]. These systems are typi-

cally reversible, such that removal of the stimulus restores

expression to basal levels. While these systems allow

control of expression rates, they neither directly control

protein activity levels nor evade native cell regulatory

mechanisms.

To apply these strategies to mechanobiological signaling

while circumventing endogenous feedback regulation,

our laboratory has placed constitutively active (CA)

mutants of key mechanotransductive genes under the

control of conditional promoters. In an early effort, we

used lentiviral delivery to create stable human glioma cell

lines that express CA RhoA or CA myosin light chain

kinase (MLCK) under the control of a tetracycline-re-

pressible promoter. By varying the concentration of tet-

racycline in the medium, we achieved stably graded

expression levels of these proteins. Moreover, because

both RhoA and MLCK promote activation of the actin

cytoskeletal motor non-muscle myosin II, we were able to

apply this strategy to control a variety of mechanobiolo-

gical phenotypes in a graded and stable way (Figure 1),

including random migration speed, cortical stiffness and

traction force generation [16].

Provided mutually orthogonal promoters are selected, this

strategy can be multiplexed to independently and simul-

taneously control several target proteins. This approach

could allow for engineering more complex mechanobio-

logical behavior, or permit one to map the ‘phase space’

that describes how multiple proteins interact to control

cell phenotype. For example, we used dual lentiviral

transduction to simultaneously express CA RhoA and

CA Rac1 under the control of a doxycycline-inducible

promoter and a cumate-inducible promoter, respectively

[17��]. These GTPases are canonically regarded to regu-

late opposing aspects of cell motility and mutually antag-

onize one another at several levels, making it challenging

to independently manipulate them. By using this orthog-

onal promoter strategy, we circumvented this crosstalk

and mapped the range of phenotypes observed in the
www.sciencedirect.com 
otherwise inaccessible state of high-RhoA activation and

high-Rac1 activation.

Inducible/repressible promoter strategies offer a number

of important advantages, including highly stable expres-

sion and the ability to uniformly control gene expression

in an entire population of cells, and in an easily scalable

way. These features can be leveraged to study and control

the biomechanical role of target proteins in mice grafted

with genetically engineered cells [18]. However, there are

also a number of limitations, perhaps the most important

of which is the slow dynamics of the expression system

and the protein of interest. While in some scenarios, cells

respond phenotypically within six hours [16,19��], some

systems may take as long as ten days to reach a steady-

state response [19��,20]. This is compounded by system-

to-system variations in the kinetics of transcriptional

activation, protein folding and post-translational modifi-

cations, protein transport, and protein degradation, all of

which may be key to the final phenotype.

Additionally, this strategy has inherently limited spatial

resolution. Once the gene has been transcribed, there is

no control over subcellular protein localization. However,

several approaches for spatial control of gene expression

at the cell population level have been proposed. For

instance, inducers and repressors can be restricted to

certain areas of a cell population through microfluidic

control [20], by occlusion of membrane pores [19��], or by

sequestration of the agent within the material scaffold

[21,22]. Several factors influence the extent of control

over spatial activation of gene expression and thus pattern

fidelity. Cell migration and slow delivery, induction, and

expression kinetics may disrupt intended patterns.

Shorter lag times between introduction of the inducer/

repressor and protein expression allows for more faithful

pattern formation [19��].

Controlled activation of protein activity
While modulating gene expression can produce graded and

reversible changes in cell mechanobiology, the response

time of this system is limited by transcription and transla-

tion rates as well as by protein and mRNA degradation

rates. As a result, these approaches are most relevant for
Current Opinion in Biotechnology 2016, 40:82–89
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Figure 1
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Graded control of cell mechanobiology using conditional gene expression. Delivery of CA RhoA under the control of a tetracycline-repressible

promoter allowed for concentration-dependent expression (a) and activity (b) of RhoA. This graded expression of CA RhoA or CA MLCK produced

graded cell migration speeds (c) or traction force generation (d, e) compared to control (f).
Reproduced with permission from MacKay et al. [16].
modulating processes that occur on time scales of hours to

days or at a steady-state of protein activity. Direct control of

protein activity, on the other hand, can influence signaling

and thus cell behavior on the scale of seconds to minutes.

Importantly, these rapid kinetics may also better replicate

time scales associated with soluble ligand-induced signal-

ing in cells (e.g. growth factors). Several techniques for

selective activation of target proteins have been devised

and are beginning to be applied to mechanobiology,

including chemical, optical, and magnetic actuation.

Chemically induced protein activity

One commonly employed chemical actuation system is to

bring two proteins of interest into proximity through

chemically induced dimerization (CID), such as the

rapamycin-induced dimerization of FK506 binding pro-

tein (FKBP) and FKBP rapamycin-binding domain

(FRB). In this approach, FKBP and FRB are each genet-

ically fused to two target proteins. Subsequent addition of

the small molecule rapamycin to the culture then induces
Current Opinion in Biotechnology 2016, 40:82–89 
the association and binding of the two proteins, triggering

downstream signaling events. This approach also allows

for control of protein localization by fusing one of these

domains to an organelle-targeting domain. For example,

by fusing FKBP to a membrane-localization sequence,

FRB-RhoA and FRB-Rac chimeras have been recruited

to the cell membrane upon addition of rapamycin, leading

respectively to cell contraction and membrane ruffling

[23].

Further refinements to this approach have enabled in-

creasingly precise control of signaling. For instance, Kar-

ginov et al. selectively activated certain branches of the

Src signaling cascade by inserting FKBP into the catalytic

domain of Src, thereby deactivating its kinase activity.

Addition of rapamycin induced binding of this construct

with FRB, which allosterically rescued kinase activity

[24,25�]. This protein was co-expressed with either

FAK or p130Cas constructs containing FRB instead of

the Src-binding domain, allowing for specific induction
www.sciencedirect.com
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of FAK-mediated or p130Cas-mediated effects of Src

activation. Kapp et al. used computational methods to

design versions of Cdc42 and its activator intersectin that

acted orthogonally to the cell’s native signaling machinery

and dimerized upon rapamycin addition [26]. Cells expres-

sing both synthetic signaling molecules or both wild-type

Cdc42 and intersectin demonstrated increased lamellipo-

dium formation, while cells expressing one wild-type and

one synthetic protein did not form lamellipodia.

While rapamycin-induced dimerization allows for the rapid

and highly specific localization and activation of proteins,

these effects are largely irreversible [27]. Various reversible

CID systems have been reported [28,29]. Alternatively, a

second, orthogonal dimerizing agent can be used to relo-

cate a rapamycin-induced FRB-FKBP complex from the

plasma membrane to mitochondrial membranes to produce

a pulse of localized protein activation [30,31].

Whereas manipulation of gene expression produces

changes in protein levels on a cell-wide scale, chemical-

ly-induced dimerization offers the opportunity to manip-

ulate protein activity through the directed delivery of the

inducer (e.g. rapamycin). Variants of these dimerization

inducers can be conjugated with photocleavable domains

that greatly reduce inducer activity through steric hin-

drance or by blocking passage through the cell membrane

[32–35]. Within a few minutes of illumination, the inac-

tivating conjugate is released, allowing the inducers to

enter the cell or enabling the dimerizing agent to catalyze

dimerization. This strategy has been used to control the

location of membrane ruffling [32,33], extension of cell

processes [34] and protein localization [35]. An attractive

feature of this approach is its potential for multiplexing, in

that photocleavage occurs over a fairly narrow window of

wavelengths (which can itself be tuned to different

wavelengths), thus allowing for orthogonal activation of

dimerization of more than one set of proteins [34]. Micro-

fluidic devices present an alternative method for spatial

control over inducer delivery. Lin et al. cultured cells

containing rapamycin-activatable Rac constructs in flui-

dically engineered cell-length rapamycin gradients and

found that asymmetry in Rac activation could direct cell

polarity and migration [36].

An alternative approach to chemical induction of protein

activity is to design proteins that recognize exogenous

ligands. Park et al. expressed in motile cells an engineered

G protein receptor that responds solely to clozapine-N-

oxide. This molecule acted as a chemotactic cue, direct-

ing cell migration towards areas of higher concentration.

T-lymphocytes expressing this construct honed to CNO-

releasing beads implanted in mice [37].

Optically induced protein activation

The integration of light-sensitive domains in protein

engineering has given rise to the field of optogenetics.
www.sciencedirect.com 
These protein domains undergo conformational changes

in response to absorption of light of a particular wave-

length. These photoreceptors vary in their wavelength

sensitivity, photochemical kinetics and activation mech-

anism. Some photoreceptors heterodimerize in response

to the light-induced conformational change, allowing

similar engineering approaches seen with CID. For ex-

ample, RhoGTPase clustering through optically stimu-

lated Cry2 produces spatially controlled changes in

cytoskeletal organization [38]. Light oxygen voltage

(LOV) photoreceptors operate through steric hindrance.

For instance, a photoactivatable Rac1 construct operates

by fusing CA Rac1 to the LOV C-terminal alpha helix.

A light-induced conformational change permits Rac1 to

activate its effectors and induce cell protrusions and

motility [39]. Light-gated ion channels, notably channelr-

hodopsins, open to allow the flow of ions in response to

illumination. Non-channel classes of light actuators and

their application to cell motility have been recently

reviewed [40].

As with chemical induction of protein activity, light

induction is rapid; depending on the photoreceptor sys-

tem used, activation occurs on the order of one second.

Importantly, many light-inducible systems are reversible,

with light-induced states having a half-life of 10 s to

10 min. Optical induction also allows for precise spatial

control over protein activation, and can target single cells

or a specific region within a cell. Optical signals are

minimally invasive and can reach cells embedded in

three-dimensional materials and living tissue [41–43].

Light-gated ion channels offer a particularly elegant sys-

tem for studying calcium-induced mechanobiological

phenotypes such as muscle cell contraction. Bruegmann

and coworkers expressed EYFP-tagged channelrhodop-

sin-2 (ChR2) in mice [44,45�]. Illumination with blue light

induced membrane depolarization and calcium influx in

isolated cardiomyocytes and depolarized cardiomyocytes

in live mouse hearts [44]. Skeletal muscle explants con-

tracted, and the magnitude of force generated could be

modulated based on the intensity and duration of the light

pulses (Figure 2) [45�]. Sakar et al. [46] differentiated

skeletal muscle myoblasts expressing ChR2 in matrigel-

collagen gels formed around Polydimethylsiloxane

(PDMS) cantilever pairs. Optically stimulated myotubes

generated contractile forces, quantified through cantilever

deflection. This activation could be spatially restricted

to single myotubes or expanded to target multiple myo-

tubes, allowing for control over axial and rotational force

generation in these devices (Figure 2).

An offshoot of this approach is to use protein engineering

to create novel calcium-dependent signaling. Mills et al.
fused calmodulin, which is activated when bound to

calcium ions, to the GTPases Cdc42, Rac1 and RhoA

[47,48]. By controlling calcium influx with an engineered
Current Opinion in Biotechnology 2016, 40:82–89
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Figure 2
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Control of cell contractile forces using optogenetics. (a) Skeletal muscle fiber isolated from mice expressing EYFP-tagged channelrhodopsin-2

(green), which localizes to the cell membrane, including the T-tubule membrane invaginations that surround sarcomeric alpha-actinin (magenta).

Scale bar shows 10 mm. (b) Explanted soleus muscles contracted in response to blue light with dependence on light pulse duration and intensity.

‘Functional expression of ChR2 in skeletal muscle.’ by Bruegmann et al. [45�], licensed under CC BY 4.0. (c) Devices comprised of skeletal

myotubules expressing channelrhodopsin-2 in matrigel-collagen gels surrounding PDMS cantilevers can be induced to contract axially or

rotationally by controlling the region of illumination (circled in red).

Reproduced with permission from Sakar et al. [46].
light-sensitive calcium channel [49], the authors could

direct filopodial extension and cell migration.

Magnetically induced protein activity

In general, the above strategies all require some degree of

gene/protein engineering, which may not be appropriate

or even feasible in all systems. An appealing alternative is

the use of functionalized magnetic nanoparticles (MNP)
Current Opinion in Biotechnology 2016, 40:82–89 
to activate signaling cascades by physically clustering

signaling molecules. Originally restricted to cell-surface

receptors [50,51], recent efforts have used microinjection

and other methods to place MNPs inside the cell

[52,53��]. These particles can then be localized to an area

of interest by application of a field with a magnetic tip

[50,54], or can be arranged into a concentration gradient

[55,56�]. Importantly, this process is rapid, occurring over
www.sciencedirect.com
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seconds to minutes, and reversible, with particles dispers-

ing after removal of the magnetic field.

In vitro functionalization of MNPs is challenging for large

protein complexes that cannot be easily expressed and

isolated from bacterial cultures. Etoc and coworkers [53��]
addressed this issue by functionalizing MNPs in situ by

injecting MNPs coated with a HaloTag ligand into cells

expressing a protein of interest fused with HaloTag.

HaloTag binds to its ligand irreversibly, recruiting the

target protein to the MNP. Cdc42-functionalized MNPs

concentrated with a magnetic field localized actin poly-

merization while membrane-bound Rac1 signaling was

dynamically modulated by bringing MNPs functionalized

with the Rac1 activator TIAM1 into and out of membrane

proximity.

Conclusion
Mechanobiological behaviors are regulated by temporally

and spatially precise cues. Depending on the phenotype

of interest, a variety of strategies are available for control-

ling cell force generation and signaling. Small-molecule

induction of gene expression represents one approach but

only produces behavioral changes on the order of hours to

days and does not offer subcellular resolution. On the

other hand, direct control of protein activity allows for

much more rapid actuation of signaling events, and in-

corporation of exogenous cues such as magnetic probes or

light allows for subcellular control over protein activity.

MNPs may also present translational advantages, since

clinical applications of certain MNPs are already ap-

proved [57].

Rewiring or tuning mechanobiological signaling circuits

could have useful medical applications. For example, this

approach could allow correction or control of mechanically-

driven cell behavior in instances where inserting a scaffold

or otherwise modifying the extracellular environment is

impractical or impossible. Proof-of-principle experiments

have shown that genetic [18], chemical [37] and optical

[44,45�] actuation of signals can control cell mechanobiol-

ogy in animal models to achieve clinically relevant goals,

such as targeted immune cell recruitment or reduced

cancer cell invasion. A challenging but critical next step

will be to explore the use of these approaches in living

organisms, with an eye towards eventual clinical use.

Important considerations include safe and targeted deliv-

ery of any necessary genetic constructs.
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